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Abstract Multilayer and multiplex networks are becoming com-
mon network data sets in recent times. We consider the prob-
lem of identifying the common community structure for a special
type of multilayer networks called multi-relational networks. We
consider extensions of the spectral clustering methods for multi-
relational networks and give theoretical guarantees that the spec-
tral clustering methods recover community structure consistently for
multi-relational networks generated from multilayer versions of both
stochastic and degree-corrected block models even with dependence
between network layers. The methods are shown to work under opti-
mal conditions on the degree parameter of the networks to detect both
assortative and disassortative community structures with vanishing
error proportions even if individual layers of the multi-relational
network has the network structures below community detectability
threshold. We reinforce the validity of the theoretical results via sim-
ulations too.
1. Introduction. Statistical analysis of network data has now become a
well-studied field within statistics (see [34, 45] for reviews). Methods for net-
work data analysis are being developed not only in the discipline of statistics
but also in computer science, physics, and mathematics. Network datasets
show up in several disciplines. Examples include networks originating from
biosciences such as gene regulation networks [25], protein-protein interac-
tion networks [21], structural [68] and functional networks [30] of brain and
epidemiological networks [66]; networks originating from social media such
as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn [26]; citation and collaboration networks
[50]; information and technological networks such as internet-based networks
[2], power networks [60] and cell-tower networks [40]. There are several active
areas of research in developing statistical inference methods for network data
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2 BHATTACHARYYA AND CHATTERJEE
analysis and also deriving the theoretical properties of the statistical meth-
ods. Examples of inferential questions that have received a lot of attention in
current research include fitting of random graph models to the network data
sets [34], finding stochastic properties of summary statistics of networks like
subgraph counts [10], community detection [29] and link prediction [53].
In this paper, we focus on the problem of recovering a common commu-
nity structure present in a finite sequence of (possibly sparse) networks. The
community detection problem can be thought of as a vertex clustering prob-
lem, in which the goal is to divide the set of vertices of a given network (or a
finite sequence of networks) into groups based on some common properties
of the vertices. The main goal in community detection is to partition the
vertices of a graph (or a finite sequence of graphs) into groups such that the
average numbers of connections within the groups are significantly differ-
ent than that between groups. Communities in networks are usually called
assortative (see §2 for more details) if the average number of connections
within communities is significantly higher than that between communities.
Communities in networks are usually called disassortative, if the average
number of connections within communities is significantly lesser than the
average number of connections between communities. A network may con-
sist of both assortative and disassortative communities (see [57, 58]). Since
many works on community detection only deal with assortative community
detection, to avoid ambiguity we have referred our goal as general commu-
nity detection. In this paper, we do not restrict ourselves to any specific type
of community structure.
Several random graph models have been proposed in the literature with a
mathematically rigorous definition of community labels for vertices. Exam-
ples of random graph models for a single network with community structure
include stochastic block models [39], degree-corrected block models [43] and
random dot product models [83]. Many methods have been proposed in the
statistics and machine learning literature to recover community labels (see
[29] for a review) for a given single network. The methods can be broadly
classified into two types, namely (i) model-based approaches (e.g., different
likelihood-based methods [9]), where the methods are developed assuming
a specific generative model for the given network, and (ii) model agnostic
approaches (e.g. modularity based methods [58], spectral clustering methods
[67], label propagation [35]), where the methods are developed without a
specific generative model in mind.
Most of the research on network data in statistics literature has focused
on questions based on a single observed network as data. However, multiple
network datasets (a finite sequence of networks) are currently becoming com-
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mon in many applications. Examples of applications include, neuroscience
[4, 77], economics [3], sociology and social networks [37, 52], ecology [65],
epidemiology [86], and technological networks [70, 87]. Depending on the
structure and interconnectivity among a finite sequence of networks, various
kinds of multiple networks have been considered in the literature, e.g., mul-
tilayer networks, multiplex networks, multi-relational networks, multidimen-
sional networks, time-evolving networks, dynamic networks, and hypergraphs
[13, 44]. A multi-relational network consists of a finite set of networks (each
such network is called a network layer) having the same vertex set but pos-
sibly different edge sets in different layers. Temporal networks having the
same vertex set and time-evolving edge sets can also be considered as multi-
relational networks. We consider the problem of community detection based
on multi-relational network datasets, which is a generalization of its analog
for a single-layer network.
Community detection using the spectral decomposition of matrices asso-
ciated with graphs is a common statistical method. Spectral clustering has
several advantages - firstly, the method is model agnostic. Secondly, spectral
clustering is highly scalable, as scalable implementations of matrix factoriza-
tion algorithms is an active research topic in the numerical analysis literature
[12]. Thirdly, spectral clustering methods have also been shown to work in
recovering community labels for single-layer networks under various proba-
bilistic models and analyzed in many subsequent papers (see [72], [59], [78],
[67], [73], [51], [5], [31]). Also for a single-layer network, many of the pro-
posed community detection methods [18, 42, 1, 31, 49, 32] in the literature
has been shown to recover community labels for sparse networks, but still
the scalability of the methods have rarely been addressed.
Most of the statistical and probabilistic models for multiple networks that
appear in the literature are extensions of random graph models for a single
network into the multiple networks setup. Examples of such models include
extension of latent space models [69], [71], mixed membership block models
[38], random dot-product models [75], stochastic block models [81], [80], [55],
[33], [19], [84], [63], and Erdós-Rényi graph models [20]. Also, some Bayesian
models and associated inference procedures have been proposed in the con-
text of multiple networks [82], [23]. In this paper, for theoretical analysis we
have considered a multilayer version of stochastic and degree-corrected block
models which has been used in some of the previous works [36].
Several recent works have focused on developing statistical inference pro-
cedures based on different versions of multilayer networks [81, 36, 55, 84, 61].
Some model-agnostic methods have also been proposed to detect communi-
ties in multilayer networks [74, 46, 22, 16, 62, 64]. However, only a few of
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the recently proposed algorithms [36, 61, 76, 62, 16, 64] attempts to evaluate
the performance of the proposed community recovery procedures theoreti-
cally when the multilayer network is sampled from some random network
generating model. None of the proposed methods have been proven to work
for multilayer networks in which an aggregation of individual networks is
sparse, namely when the total degree of a typical vertex in the aggregated
network goes to infinity arbitrarily slowly. Also, some recent works like [56],
considers power of Laplacian matrices for community detection in multi-
layer networks but they only consider networks generated from special cases
of multilayer stochastic block model. So, to the best of our knowledge, no
known polynomial-time community detection algorithm with proven theoreti-
cal guarantee to consistently recover community labels within a general class
of sparse multilayer networks has been proposed. Also, to the best of our
knowledge, none of the recently proposed community detection algorithms in
the literature have been shown to recover community labels under general
dependence structures between the network layers.
1.1. Contributions of our work. We address some of the limitations of
current works in this paper, so, we propose and analyze two spectral cluster-
ing algorithms for finding the common community structure within a given
finite sequence of networks with possible dependence structures. The pro-
posed algorithms are naturally scalable and model agnostic, and they work
for a single network as well as for multilayer networks, irrespective of edge
density of individual networks as well as their aggregated versions. To eval-
uate the performance of the proposed community recovery algorithms the-
oretically and see when they perform consistently, we consider a particular
case of multilayer networks, multi-relational networks [14, 44] generated from
a multilayer generalization of stochastic and degree-corrected block models
[36].
The main contributions of our work are the following.
(a) We propose two novel methods based on spectral clustering of sum of
squared adjacency matrices for recovering community labels in multi-
relational networks with a common community structure. The methods
can be used for community detection in a single-layer network too.
(b) We also prove analytically that, under the mildest (necessary) para-
metric conditions, the proposed spectral clustering methods identify
communities in the networks generated from single-layer or multi-
layer stochastic block models and degree-corrected block models con-
sistently. We show analytically that in the multi-relational networks
generated from multilayer versions of stochastic and degree-corrected
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block models, our spectral clustering methods can recover the com-
mon community structure consistently even if each of the individual
network layers has fixed size and is highly sparse (e.g., has a constant
average degree) and has connectivity below the community detectabil-
ity threshold as long as the aggregated version of the network satisfies
certain conditions.
(c) It has been theoretically shown that the proposed community detec-
tion methods are flexible enough to work for both sparse and dense
networks. It has been theoretically shown that the methods are flexi-
ble enough to identify both assortative and disassortative community
structures even when the community structures vary between layers.
(d) It has been theoretically shown that the proposed community detection
methods recover community labels even in the presence of dependence
between network layers.
(e) We also propose a method for detecting the number of communities in
the multi-relational networks. The proposed method has been shown
to recover the correct number of communities asymptotically.
1.2. Structure of the paper. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. In §2, we introduce the multiple network models. In §3, we describe
the spectral clustering methods. In §4, we state the theoretical results re-
garding the performance of the proposed spectral clustering methods. In §5,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of the methods for simulated datasets.
2. Multi-relational Network Data and Model.
2.1. Multi-relational networks data. In this paper, we suppose that the
observed data consists of a single network or a multi-relational network. The
formal definition of a multi-relational network is given below.
Definition 2.1 (Multi-relational network). A multi-relational network
consists of a finite sequence of unlabeled graphs {G(t)n ; t = 1, . . . , T} on the
same vertex set Vn = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} having n vertices but the edge sets of
the graphs may be different. G(t)n is referred as the the t-th network layer.
A multi-relational network can also be considered as an edge-colored multi-
graph, where different colors correspond to edge sets of different network
layers. The t-th layer G(t)n is represented by the corresponding adjacency
matrix A(t)n×n whose elements are A
(t)
ij ∈ {0, 1}. A(t)ij = 1 if node vi is linked
to node vj at time t, and A
(t)
ij = 0 otherwise. Thus, the numerical data
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for the community detection problem consists of T > 1 adjacency matri-
ces
{
A
(1)
n×n, . . . ,A
(T )
n×n
}
. We shall only consider undirected and unweighted
graphs in this paper. However, the conclusions of the paper can be extended
to positively weighted graphs with non-random weights in a quite straight-
forward way by considering weighted adjacency matrices. The theoretical
analysis in this paper can easily be extended to positively weighted adja-
cency matrices. Also, in this paper we consider that the multi-relational net-
work has a common community structure. So, the multi-relational network
{G(t)n }Tt=1 has the same community structure in every layer with K as the
number of communities. Let us denote Zn×K to be the actual common com-
munity membership matrix of the nodes in each of the graphs G(t)n , where,
Zik = 1 if the i-th node belongs to the k-th community for all G
(t)
n and zero
otherwise.
2.2. Notations. Let [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} for any positive integer n, Mm,n
be the set of all m×n matrices which have exactly one 1 and n−1 0’s in each
row. Rm×n denotes the set of all m×n real matrices. || · ||2 is used to denote
Euclidean `2-norm for vectors in Rm×1. || · || is the spectral norm on Rm×n.
|| · ||F is the Frobenius norm on Rm×n, namely ||M ||F :=
»
trace(MTM).
1n ∈ Rn×1 consists of all 1’s, 1A denotes the indicator function of the event
A. In is the n × n identity matrix and Jn := 1n1Tn is the n × n matrix of
all 1’s. For A ∈ Rn×n, C(A) and N (A) denote its column space and null
space of A respectively, and λ1(A), λ+1 (A) denote the smallest and smallest
positive eigenvalues of A. If A ∈ Rm×n, I ⊂ [m] and j ∈ [n], then AI,j
(resp. AI,∗) denotes the submatrix of A corresponding to row index set I
and column index j (resp. index set [n]). For A ∈ Rn×n, 〈A〉 denotes the
matrix A with its diagonal zeroed out: 〈A〉i,j = Ai,j if i 6= j, i, j ∈ [n] and
〈A〉i,i = 0 for i ∈ [n].
For a random variable (real valued or matrix valued) X, we write JXK :=
X − E(X). For two random variables X and Y , we write X 4 Y to denote
that X is stochastically dominated by Y . λi(W), i ∈ [n], will denote the i-th
largest eigenvalue of W ∈ Rn×n.
2.3. Multilayer Stochastic Block Model. The first model that we con-
sider is an extension of stochastic block model (SBM) for generating multi-
relational networks. We will refer to this model as multilayer stochastic
block model (MSBM) in the paper. MSBM for K communities (C1, . . . , CK)
can be described in terms of three parameters: (i) the membership vector
z = (z1, . . . , zn), where each zi ∈ {1, . . . ,K}; (ii) the K × K connectivity
probability matrices B :=
Ä
B(t) : 1 6 t 6 T
ä
and (iii) the K × 1 probabil-
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ity vector of allocation in each community, pi = (pi1, . . . , piK). The MSBM
having parameters (z,pi,B) is given by
z1, . . . , zn
iid∼ Mult(1; (pi1, . . . , piK)),(2.1)
P
(
A
(t)
ij = 1|zi, zj
)
= B(t)zizj for i > j, i, j ∈ [n].(2.2)
Suppose Z ∈Mn,K denotes the actual membership matrix. Z is unknown
and we wish to estimate it. If for i ∈ [n] the corresponding community index
is zi ∈ [K], then clearly
Zij = 1{zi=j},
In a MSBM(z,pi,B), independent edge formation is assumed given the edge
probability matrices P(t) := (P (t)ij )i,j∈[n]. So, for i, j ∈ [n] with i 6= j and for
t ∈ [T ]
(2.3) A(t)i,j ∼ Bernoulli(P (t)i,j ), where P(t) := ZB(t)ZT .
2.4. Multilayer Degree Corrected Block Model. Multilayer degree-
corrected block model is an extension of the degree corrected block model
(DCBM) for generating multi-relational networks. The multilayer degree-
corrected block model (MDCBM) for K communities (C1, . . . , CK) can be
described in terms of four sets of parameters: (i) the membership vector
z = (z1, . . . , zn), where each zi ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, (ii) the K × K connectiv-
ity probability matrices B :=
Ä
B(t) : 1 6 t 6 T
ä
, (iii) a given set of degree
parameters ψ = (ψ1, . . . , ψn) and (iv) the K×1 probability vector of alloca-
tion in each community, pi = (pi1, . . . , piK). The MDCBM having parameters
(z,pi,B,ψ) is given by
z1, . . . , zn
iid∼ Mult(1; (pi1, . . . , piK)),(2.4)
P
(
A
(t)
ij = 1
∣∣∣ zi, zj) = ψiψjB(t)zizj for i > j, i, j ∈ [n].(2.5)
The inclusion of ψ involves the obvious issue of identifiability. In order to
avoid this issue we assume that [51]
max
i∈Ck
ψi = 1 for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}.(2.6)
In an MDCBM(z,ψ,pi,B) also independent edge formation is assumed
given the edge probability matrices P˜(t). Here also, for i, j ∈ [n] with i 6= j
and for t ∈ [T ]
(2.7) A(t)i,j ∼ Bernoulli(P˜ (t)i,j ), where P˜(t) := D(ψ)ZB(t)ZTD(ψ)
where, D(ψ) = diag(ψ).
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2.5. Community Structure. The assortative and disassortative commu-
nity structures can be defined formally using the parameter structures of
multilayer stochastic block models and degree-corrected block models, spe-
cially, the connectivity probability matrices {B(t)}Tt=1.
Definition 2.2. For a multi-relational network generated from MSBM
or MDCBM with connectivity probability matrices {B(t)}Tt=1, the t-th layer
is said to have - (i) assortative structure if all the eigenvalues of B(t) are
positive; (ii) disassortative structure if at least one of the eigenvalues of B(t)
is negative.
In this paper, we consider the case where, the community membership
does not change between the layers of multi-relational network but the con-
nectivity structure can change arbitrarily between layers and the layers can
have either assortative or disassortative community structures.
3. Community Detection Algorithms.
3.1. Spectral clustering using sum of squared adjacency matrices. Let Z ∈
Mn,K denote the actual community membership matrix of the nodes, where,
if Zik = 1 (i ∈ [n] and k ∈ [K]), then, node i belongs to k-th community.
The goal of the statistical methods is estimation of Z based on the adjacency
matrix data A(1), . . . ,A(T ). We apply the spectral clustering method to a
matrix which is derived from the sum of the squared adjacency matrices
A
[2]
0 :=
∑
t∈[T ]
Ä
A(t)
ä2
. We zero out the diagonal of A[2]0 to obtain
〈
A
[2]
0
〉
.
The squared adjacency matrices capture both assortative and disassor-
tative community structures in different network layers. The squared adja-
cency matrices maintain the community structure in form of an assortative
structure, since the non-zero elements of squared adjacency matrices rep-
resent paths of length two between the corresponding nodes. So, summing
up squared adjacency matrices maintain both assortative and disassortative
community structures in different network layers in an assortative form.
Now, we prune 〈A[2]0 〉 so that the empirical spectrum of the pruned matrix
captures the community structure even if the networks are sparse. For each
node i, get the number of max-one-neighbors (resp. total-two-neighbors) D[1]i
(resp. D[2]i ). Also, get the average number of two-neighbors d¯2 of the nodes.
D
[1]
i := max
t∈[T ]
∑
j∈[n]
A
(t)
i,j , D
[2]
i :=
∑
j∈[n]
〈
A
[2]
0
〉
i,j
for i ∈ [n], d¯2 = 1
nT
∑
i∈[n]
D
[2]
i
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Then we sort the numbers (D[l]i , i ∈ [n]) to get the order statistics D[l](1) 6
· · · 6 D[l](n) for both l = 1, 2. Let n′ be the number of nodes and 1 6 k1 <
k2 < · · · < kn′ 6 n be the node indices having at most D[1](n+1−Γ1) many
max-one-neighbor and at most D[2](n+1−Γ2) many total-two-neighbors, where
Γ1 :=
°
n exp
Å
−1
2
T 1/2
î
d¯2
ó3/4ã§
,Γ2 :=
°
n exp
Å
−1
3
T
î
d¯2
ó1/2ã§
.(3.1)
Algorithm 1: Spectral Clustering of the Sum of the Squared Adjacency
Matrices
Input: Adjacency matrices A(1),A(2), . . . ,A(T ); number of communities
K; approximation parameter .
Output: Membership matrix Zˆ0.
1. Obtain A[2]0 :=
∑T
t=1
Ä
A(t)
ä2
(sum of squares of the adjacency ma-
trices) and zero out its diagonal to get
〈
A
[2]
0
〉
.
2. Get D[1]i := max
T
t=1
∑n
j=1A
(t)
i,j and D
[2]
i :=
∑n
j=1〈A[2]0 〉i,j for i ∈ [n].
3. Get the order statistics D[1](1) 6 · · · 6 D
[1]
(n) and D
[2]
(1) 6 · · · 6 D
[2]
(n).
4. Get d¯2 := 1nT
∑n
i=1D
[2]
i . Get Γ1 and Γ2 as in (3.1).
5. Get {i ∈ [n] : D[l]i 6 D[l](n+1−Γl) for both l = 1, 2} and sort its
entries in ascending order to have 1 6 k1 < · · · < kn′ 6 n.
6. Get submatrix A[2] ∈ Rn′×n′ of 〈A[2]0 〉, where A[2]i,j = 〈A[2]0 〉ki,kj .
7. Obtain Uˆ ∈ Rn′×K consisting of K orthogonal eigenvectors of A[2]
corresponding to its largest eigenvalues.
8. Use (1 + ) approximate K-means clustering algorithm on the row
vectors of Uˆ to obtain Zˆ ∈Mn′,K and Xˆ ∈ RK×K satisfying (3.2).
9. Extend Zˆ to obtain Zˆ0 ∈ Mn,K as follows. (Zˆ0)i,∗ = Zˆj,∗
(resp. (1, 0, . . . , 0)) for i = kj (resp. i /∈ {k1, . . . , kn′}).
10. Zˆ0 is the estimate of Z.
Let A[2] ∈ Rn′×n′ be the submatrix of 〈A[2]0 〉 such that A[2]i,j := 〈A[2]0 〉ki,kj for
i, j ∈ [n′]. Next, we obtain the leading K eigenvectors of A[2] corresponding
to its largest eigenvalues. Suppose Uˆ ∈ Rn′×K contains those eigenvectors
as columns. Then, we use an (1 + )-approximate K-means clustering
algorithm on the row vectors of Uˆ to obtain Zˆ ∈ Mn′,K and Xˆ ∈ RK×K
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such that ∥∥∥ZˆXˆ− Uˆ∥∥∥2
F
6 (1 + ) min
Γ∈Mn′×K ,X∈RK×K
∥∥∥ΓX− Uˆ∥∥∥2
F
.(3.2)
Finally, Zˆ is extended to Zˆ0 ∈ Mn,K by taking (Zˆ0)kj ,∗ := Zˆj,∗ for all
j ∈ [n′], and filling in the remaining rows arbitrarily. One simple choice
would be assigning all the pruned nodes to the first community.
(Zˆ0)i,∗ :=
{
Zˆj,∗ if i = kj for some j ∈ [n′]
(eK1 )
T otherwise
Zˆ0 is the estimate of Z from this method.
The reason for using an (1 + )-approximate K-means clustering algo-
rithm is completely theoretical. K-means clustering is originally an NP-hard
problem with any K-means clustering algorithm generating an approximate
solution. However, we need a guarantee on the error of K-means clustering
algorithm. So, we choose to use the K-means algorithms that can give us
a guarantee on the error of the optimized objective function like algorithms
proposed in [47, 28].
3.2. Spherical Spectral Clustering Algorithm for Sum of Squared Adja-
cency Matrices. The goal is to estimate the community membership matrix
Z based on the adjacency matrices A(1), . . . ,A(T ). We apply the spheri-
cal spectral clustering method, which is a modification of Algorithm 1. The
modification is motivated from the works [41] and [51]. Let A[2]0 , A
[2] and
Uˆ be as in §3.1. For Uˆ, let n′′ be the number of nonzero rows (with indices
1 6 l1 < l2 < · · · < ln′′ 6 n′). Let Uˆ+ ∈ Rn′′×K consist of the normal-
ized nonzero rows of Uˆ, i.e. Uˆ+i,∗ = (||Uˆli,∗||−12 )Uˆli,∗ for i ∈ [n′′]. Apply an
(1 + ) approximate K-means clustering algorithm on the rows of Uˆ+ to get
Zˇ+ ∈Mn′′,K and Xˇ ∈ RK×K so that
(3.3)
∥∥∥Zˇ+Xˇ− Uˆ+∥∥∥
F
6 (1 + ) min
Γ∈Mn′′×K ,X∈RK×K
∥∥∥ΓX− Uˆ+∥∥∥
F
.
Finally, Zˇ+ is extended to Zˇ ∈Mn′,K , and then Zˇ is extended to Zˇ0 ∈Mn,K
by taking Zˇlj ,∗ := Zˇ
+
j,∗, j ∈ [n′′], and (Zˇ0)kj ,∗ := Zˇj,∗, j ∈ [n′], and filling in
the remaining rows arbitrarily. Zˇ0 is the estimate of Z from this method.
Unlike in Algorithm 1, we use the normalized nonzero rows of Uˆ in Algorithm
2 (see (3.3)) instead of all rows of Uˆ in Algorithm 1 (see (3.2)). However,
like in Algorithm 1, the reason for using an (1 + )-approximate K-means
clustering algorithm in Algorithm 2 is also purely theoretical as we need
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theoretical guarantee on the solutions of the heuristic algorithms used to
solve the K-means problem as given in works like [47, 28].
Algorithm 2: Spherical Spectral Clustering of the Sum of the Squared
Adjacency Matrices
Input: Adjacency matrices A(1),A(2), . . . ,A(T ); number of communities
K; approximation parameter .
Output: Membership matrix Zˇ0.
1. Perform steps 1-7 of Algorithm 1.
2. Let n′′ be the number of nonzero rows (having indices 1 6 l1 < l2 <
· · · < ln′′ 6 n′) of Uˆ. Obtain Uˆ+ ∈ Rn′′×K consisting of normalized
nonzero rows of Uˆ, i.e. Uˆ+i,∗ = Uˆli,∗/
∥∥∥Uˆli,∗∥∥∥2 for i ∈ [n′′].
3. Use (1 + ) approximate K-means clustering algorithm on the row
vectors of Uˆ+ to obtain Zˇ+ ∈ Mn′′,K and Xˇ ∈ RK×K obeying
(3.3).
4. Extend Zˇ+ to obtain Zˇ ∈ Mn′,K as follows. Zˇj,∗ = Zˇ+i,∗
(resp. (1, 0, . . . , 0)) for j = li (resp. j /∈ {l1, . . . , ln′′}).
5. Extend Zˇ to obtain Zˇ0 ∈ Mn,K as follows. (Zˇ0)j,∗ = Zˇi,∗
(resp. (1, 0, . . . , 0)) for j = ki (resp. j /∈ {k1, . . . , kn′}).
6. Zˇ0 is the estimate of Z.
3.3. Selection of K. In both Algorithm 1 in §3.1 and Algorithm 2 in
§3.2, the number of communities K were considered to be known. However,
number of communities can also be estimated using the absolute eigenvalues
of the matrix A[2] by using the thresholding methods as in [15, 11, 48]. More
work needs to be done to get a better estimate of number of communities
K in the multiple network context. Extensions of methods in [11], [79], [17],
and [48] seem to be the first step for further research on this topic.
Here, we give an intuitive method for detection of number of communities
based on the eigenvalues of A[2]. Using the concentration result of A[2] to
EA[2] used in proof of Theorem 4.1, we can get a threshold on the eigenvalues
of A[2] corresponding to the zero eigenvalues of A[2]0 .
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Algorithm 3: Detecting Number of Communities using Sum of the
Squared Adjacency Matrices
Input: Adjacency matrices A(1),A(2), . . . ,A(T ).
Output: Estimated number of communities Kˆ.
1. Perform steps 1-6 of Algorithm 1.
2. Obtain λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn as the eigenvalues of A[2].
3. Define estimated number of communities as Kˆ =
argmin
®
k : λk >
1
4
Ä
T d¯2
ä Å
T
î
d¯2
ó1/2ã−1/8´
.
4. Theoretical Justification.
4.1. Consistency of spectral clustering label Zˆ0 under multilayer stochas-
tic block model. In order to state the theoretical results on the esti-
mated community membership matrix, Zˆ0, we first need to define cer-
tain quantities and conditions on the parameters of multilayer stochastic
block model. The following parameters are functions of (z,pi, {B(t)}Tt=1): (i)
d = n(maxa,b∈[K],t∈[T ]B
(t)
ab ) is the maximum expected degree of a node at any
layer; (ii) λ = T−1
∑
t∈[T ] λK
Ä
(ndB
(t))2
ä
> 0 is the average of the smallest
eigenvalues of squared normalized probability matrices {B(t)}Tt=1; and (iii)
nmin is the size of the smallest community.
Theorem 4.1. Let (A(t), t ∈ [T ]) be the adjacency matrices of the net-
works generated from the multilayer stochastic block model with parameters
(z,pi, {B(t)}Tt=1). For a ∈ [K], let fa denote the proportion of nodes having
community label a, which are misclassified in Algorithm 1. For any  > 0
and ∆ > 8, there are constants C = C(), C ′ > 0 such that if
λ
Å
nmin
n
ã2
> max
®
7
n
,
C∆
√
K
(Td)1/4
´
, then(4.1)
P
Ñ∑
a∈[K]
fa 6
[
C∆
√
K
(Td)1/4λ
(nmin
n
)2
]2é
> 1− C
′ + 2nK
n(Td)3/4
− 2n5−∆2/12.(4.2)
Therefore, in the special case, when (i) K is a constant and (ii) the com-
munity sizes are balanced, i.e. nmax/nmin = O(1), then the proportion of
misclassified nodes in Zˆ0 is arbitrarily small (resp. goes to zero) with proba-
bility 1− o(1) if (Td)1/4λ is large enough (resp. (Td)1/4λ→∞).
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Remark 4.2. Note that the result in equation (4.2) involves the interplay
of the parameters n, T , K and {B(t)}Tt=1 and does not assume any apriori
condition on any of the parameters except equation (4.1). Also, the result
in equation (4.2) is a non-asymptotic result, but, it can be made into an
asymptotic result. We need the condition
√
K(Td)−1/4λ−1 → 0 and λ > cn
n2min
for c > 7 for having an asymptotically vanishing mis-classification error with
probability 1− o(1). The asymptotics can be with respect to T →∞ and/or
d→∞ (as n→∞).
Also, for the asymptotic case of n→∞, ∆ is a constant. But for n fixed
and T → ∞, ∆ has to be chosen such that it satisfies both n5−∆2/12 → 0
and the condition in equation (4.1). For example ∆ can be taken as, ∆ =Å
(Td)1/4n2min√
Kn2
ãδ
for any constant δ with 0 < δ < 1.
Remark 4.3. The condition “(Td)1/4λ → ∞" for the special case, is
necessary and sufficient in order to have a consistent estimator of Z. Theorem
4.1 proves the sufficiency. The necessity of the condition follows from the
work of [85]. Consider a stochastic block model (so T = 1), where (i) there
are two communities having equal size n and (ii) the within (resp. between)
community connection probability is a/n (resp. b/n) for some constants a >
b > 0. In this case (Td)1/4λ = a
1/4(a−b)
a is a constant. [85] states that in the
above setup, there is a constant c > 0 such that if
(a− b)2
a+ b
< c log
1
γ
for some constant γ (e.g. γ = e−(a−b)/c), then the expected proportion of mis-
classification for every algorithm will be at least γ. In other words, no algo-
rithm can give consistent estimator of Z. So, the condition “(Td)1/4λ→∞"
becomes an optimal condition for consistent recovery of community labels.
Remark 4.4. The assumption in equation (4.1) makes sure that there
is a community structure in the aggregated network. The condition in (4.1)
is quite relaxed. In the balanced case with constant K, it does not require
O(T ) many matrices among {B(t)}Tt=1 to have full-rank but only requires
T
(Td)1/4
, which is o(T ), many matrices among {B(t)}Tt=1 to have all nonzero
eigenvalues or full-rank. Note that according to the condition in equation
(4.1), the number of necessary informative (full-rank) {B(t)}Tt=1 matrices (a)
should increase as T increases for fixed but large d (or n); (b) should decrease
as d (or n) increases for fixed T . This behavior is illustrated in Scenario 2 of
simulation in §5.
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4.2. Extensions to the case of dependent adjacency matrices. In this sec-
tion, we will consider a general situation where B := (B(t), t ∈ [T ]) is a
stochastic process and the distribution of (A(t), t ∈ [T ]) is conditionally in-
dependent as described in (2.3). Now, let us define some important functions
of the stochastic process (B(t), t ∈ [T ]) which will be useful in quantifying
the mis-classification error of Algorithm 1.
(a) The smallest eigenvalue λK,t := λK([B(t)]2) is also a random variable and
cumulative distribution function of λK,t is given by Ft(x) := P(λK,t 6
x) for x > 0. Let bt := 1{λK,t=0} be the indicator random variable
for the event of rank-deficient [B(t)]2. Let F+t (x) :=
Ft(x)−Ft(0)
1−Ft(0) be the
distribution function corresponding to the truncated positive part of λK,t
and λ˜K,t ∼ F+t (x) for all t is an independent copy generated from the
truncated distribution. So, λ˜K,t is independent of B. Then, we can define
the random variable
λ+K,t :=
{
λK,t if bt = 0,
λ˜K,t if bt = 1.
So λK,t = btδ0 + (1 − bt)λ+K,t, bt ∼ Ber(Ft(0)), λ+K,t ∼ F+t . Lastly, it
follows from elementary probability calculations that b = (bt, t ∈ [T ])
and λ = (λ+K,t, t ∈ [T ]) are independent.
(b) The maximal degree variable, dn(ε) for any ε > 0, is defined in the
following way -
dn(ε) := sup
®
x ∈ [0, n] : P
Ç
max
t∈[T ], a,b∈[K]
nB
(t)
ab 6 x
å
6 ε
´
.
(c) (Mixing condition)We consider a decreasing function α↓ : Z+ 7→ [0, 1]
to reflect the decay of correlation (at any rate) between two events of
non-informative (smallest eigenvalue of B(t) being zero) B(t) matrices,
like B(t1) and B(t2), where, t1, t2 ∈ [T ], t1 6= t2.∣∣∣∣∣∣P
Ä
∩i∈[2]{λK,ti = 0}
ä
−
∏
i∈[2]
P(λK,ti = 0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 6 α↓(|t1 − t2|)(4.3)
with α↓ having the property
α↓(s) ↓ 0 as s ↑ ∞, and α↓(0) = 1.
This decay of correlation is necessary to have consistent recovery of com-
munities.
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(d) We consider a function ψ↑↓ : N × R+ 7→ [0, 1] in terms of T and dn(ε),
which captures the probability that network layers are non-informative,
that is,
max
t∈[T ]
P ({λK,t = 0}) ≤ ψ↑↓(T, dn(ε)).(4.4)
ψ↑↓(T, d) is a function which captures the behavior that on one hand ψ↑↓
increases to 1 as T increases and d remains constant. But, on the other
hand ψ↑↓ decreases to 0 as d increases and the number of networks T
stays the same, that is,
lim
T↑∞
ψ↑↓(T, d) = 1 and ψ↑↓(T, d) ↓ 0 as d ↑ ∞.
(e) We consider a decreasing and convex function φ↓ : (0,∞) 7→ (0,∞),
which controls the lower tail behavior of the smallest eigenvalues of the
probability matrices (B(t), t ∈ [T ]) near 0 with the property
φ↓(x) ↑ ∞ as x ↓ 0.
Based on the random variables λ+K,t and dn(ε), and the functions α↓, ψ↑↓ and
φ↓ defined above, we place the following conditions on the stochastic process
B.
Assumption A: Let B = (B(t), t ∈ [T ]) be a stochastic process with the
following properties -
(a) ψ↑↓(T, dn(ε)) 6 1−
ñ√
T
T
+ α↓(
√
T )
ô1/2−δ
∨ 1
(Tdn(ε))
1
60
(b) max
t∈[T ]
Ft(0) 6 ψ↑↓(T, dn(1/2)), and(4.5)
(c) max
t∈[T ]
Eφ↓(λ+K,t) 6 C1
for any ε > 0 and for some constants C1 <∞ and δ < 1/2.
Theorem 4.5. Let (B(t), t ∈ [T ]) be any stochastic process satisfying
Assumption A of (4.5), (A(t), t ∈ [T ]) be the adjacency matrices satisfying
(2.3), (fa, a ∈ [K]) and C ′ be as in Theorem 4.1. For any ε > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2),
P
Ñ∑
a∈[K]
fa > (Td(ε))
−1/6
é
6 ε+ C1
φ↓
(
2n2
n2min
[Tdn(ε)]
−1/15)(4.6)
+ min
4
ñ√
T
T
+ α↓(
√
T )
ô2δ
, Tψ↑↓(T, dn(ε))
+ 2C ′ + 2nKn Ä[Tdn(ε)]−3/4 + εä .
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Therefore, in the special case, when (i) K is a constant and (ii) the com-
munity sizes are balanced, i.e. nmax/nmin = O(1), then the proportion of
misclassified nodes in Zˆ0 is arbitrarily small (resp. goes to zero) with proba-
bility 1− o(1) if Tdn(ε) is large enough (resp. Tdn(ε)→∞) and ε is small
enough (resp. ε→ 0).
Remark 4.6. The statement of Theorem 4.5 is pretty general, flexible
and involves many components which can be fine-tuned to capture a wide-
variety of aspects of the community detection problem under dependence
between layers.
1. The assumption on α↓ reflects the decay of correlation (at any rate)
between the two events of non-informative (smallest eigenvalue of B(t) being
zero) B(t) matrices, like B(t1) and B(t2), where, t1, t2 ∈ [T ], t1 6= t2. This
decay of correlation is necessary to have consistent recovery of communities.
Faster decay rate implies smaller error rate in terms of T for community
recovery.
2. The assumption about ψ↑↓ shows that consistent recovery of commu-
nities is possible by bounding the probability that an individual network is
non-informative (i.e. corresponding B(t) is singular).
3. The assumption on φ↓ describes the lower tail behavior of the smallest
eigenvalues of the probability matrices (B(t), t ∈ [T ]) near 0. The larger
value of φ↓ implies smallest eigenvalue being further away from zero and
thus smaller error rate.
4. The reason for taking dn(ε) as a measure of sparsity is the following.
When T is small, in order to have a consistent algorithm it is necessary for
not only the mean, but also all quantiles of the distribution of the maximum
degree to increase to infinity. If T is small and the distribution of maxt,a,bB
(t)
ab
has non-vanishing probability for any subinterval of R+, then consistency
cannot hold. Note that, if d(T ) := maxt∈[T ], a,b∈[K] nB
(t)
ab concentrates, then,
E(d(T )) or Median(d(T )) can replace dn(ε) in the Theorem.
5. The
√
T appearing in (4.6) can be replaced by any o(T ) term.
6. The exponents 1/6 and 1/15 appearing in (4.6) vary between 0 and 1/2.
If 1/6 is replaced by η, then 1/15 can be replaced by any number < 1/4−η/2.
7. The asymptotics in Theorem 4.5 can be with respect to T →∞ and/or
d → ∞ (as n → ∞). The rates of decay of functions α↓, ψ↑↓ and φ↓ also
become crucial for mis-classification error to vanish with probability 1−o(1)
as T →∞ and/or d→∞ (as n→∞).
Corollary 4.7. If n is constant and (B(t), t ∈ [T ]) is jointly stationary
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and ergodic process with λ := EλK([B(1)]2) > 0, then there is a sequence
of fractions {εT }T>1 satisfying εT ↓ 0 as T ↑ ∞ such that P(∑a∈[K] fa <
cKT−1/4λ−2) > 1− (c1 + c2K)T−3/4 − εT , where c, c1, c2 are constants.
Remark 4.8. In the setup of Theorem 4.1 and 4.5, if {B(t)}Tt=1 is
a piecewise constant stochastic process with k(T ) many change-points,
and the adjacency matrices remain unchanged between successive change-
points and we apply Algorithm 1 on the distinct adjacency matrices, then
all the communities can be recovered consistently if (k(T )d)1/4λ → ∞
(resp. (k(T )dn(ε))1/4(mint∈[k(T )] λK,t) → ∞) in the case of Theorem 4.1
(resp. 4.5).
4.3. Consistency of Spherical Spectral Clustering Labels Zˇ0 under mul-
tilayer degree-corrected block model. In order to state the theoretical re-
sults on the estimated community membership matrix, Zˇ0, we first need
to define certain quantities and conditions on the parameters of multilayer
degree-corrected block model. The following parameters are functions of
(z,pi, {B(t)}Tt=1,ψ): (i) d = n(maxa,b∈[K],t∈[T ]B(t)ab )) is the maximum ex-
pected degree of a node at any snapshot; (ii) for a ∈ [K], n˜a := ∑i∈Ca} ψ2i
and τa :=
∑
i∈Ca ψ
2
i
∑
i∈Ca ψ
−2
i is a measure of heterogeneity of ψ; (iii)
ψmin := mini∈[n] ψi; (iv) n˜max = maxa∈[K] n˜a, n˜min = mina∈[K] n˜a; and (v)
λ = T−1
∑
t∈[T ] λK
Ä
(ndB
(t))2
ä
> 0 the average of the smallest eigenvalues of
the squared normalized probability matrices.
Theorem 4.9. Let (A(t), t ∈ [T ]) be the adjacency matrices of the net-
works (having n nodes and K communities) generated from the multilayer
degree-corrected block model with parameters (z,pi, {B(t)}Tt=1,ψ) satisfying
(2.6). For any  > 0 and ∆ > 8, there are constants C(), C ′ > 0 such that if
λ
Å
n˜min
n
ã2
>
7
n
, and nmin >
C(Kn˜max)
3λ−2
ψ2minn˜
4
min
+
C∆
»
K
∑
a∈[K] τa
(Td)1/4λ
Ä
n˜min
n
ä2 ,(4.7)
then the total number of misclassified nodes in Zˇ0 is at most
(4.8)
C(Kn˜max)
3
(ψminλ)2(n˜min)4
+
n+ C∆
Ä
K
∑
k∈[K] τk
ä1/2
(Td)1/4λ
Ä
n˜min
n
ä2
with probability at least 1− (C ′/n+ 2K)(Td)−3/4 − 2n5−∆2/12.
Therefore, in the special case, when (i) K is a constant, (ii) the community
sizes are balanced, i.e. nmax/nmin = O(1) and (iii) ψi = αi/max{αj : zi =
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zj}, where (αi)ni=1 are i.i.d. positive weights, then consistency holds for Zˇ0
with probability 1− o(1) if E[max{α21, α−21 }] <∞ and (Td)1/4λ→∞.
Remark 4.10. The condition “(Td)1/4λ → ∞" for the special case, is
necessary and sufficient in order to have a consistent estimator of Z. Theorem
4.9 proves the sufficiency. The necessity of the condition also follows from
the work of [85] by considering the special case of stochastic block model. So,
the condition “(Td)1/4λ→∞" becomes an optimal condition for consistent
recovery of community labels.
Remark 4.11. Like in Remark 4.2, the statement in Theorem 4.9 is also
non-asymptotic, but it can be viewed as an asymptotic statement in terms
of T →∞ and/or d→∞ (as n→∞) under conditions (4.7) and (2.6).
Remark 4.12. In the special case for (αi)ni=1 as i.i.d. positive weights,
condition of E[max{α21, α−21 }] < ∞ is satisfied for a large class of distri-
butions, such as Uniform(c, d) with c > 0, Pareto(α) with α > 2 and
Gamma(α, β) with α > 2.
4.4. Consistency of Estimated Number of Communities Kˆ in Algorithm 3.
In §3.3, we give a method for estimating number of communities in Algorithm
3. In order to prove consistency of the estimated number of communities, Kˆ,
obtained from Algorithm 3, we consider that the multi-relational network has
been generated from the multiple stochastic block model with parameters
(z,pi, {B(t)}Tt=1).
Theorem 4.13. Let (A(t), t ∈ [T ]) be the adjacency matrices of the net-
works (having n nodes and K communities) generated from the multilayer
stochastic block model with parameters (z,pi, {B(t)}Tt=1) and Kˆ be the esti-
mate of K from Algorithm 3. Let us consider the special case when K is a
constant. There are constants C,C ′ > 0 such that if ∆ > 8, λ(nmin/n)2 >
max{7/n, 3(Td)−1/8} and Td > C, then P
Ä
Kˆ 6= K
ä
≤ C′/n+2K
(Td)3/4
+2n5−∆2/12.
5. Simulation Results. We simulate multilayer networks in several dif-
ferent scenarios for empirically testing the community detection performance
of the methods proposed in the paper.
We compare six different algorithms -
(i) Sum: spectral clustering with sum of adjacency matrices with trunca-
tion for high-degree nodes [6, 8].
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(ii) Spectral sum: clustering the rows of sum of eigen-spaces
∑T
t=1 U
(t) of
each network snapshot (where, U(t)n×K is the matrix formed by the eigen-
vectors of top K eigenvectors of A(t)). It was shown empirically in [62]
to have a good community detection performance.
(iii) Sum (Spherical): spherical spectral clustering with sum of adjacency
matrices with truncation for high-degree nodes [6, 8].
(iv) Co-regularized spectral clustering: the method was proposed in [46] and
shown empirically in [62] to have a good community detection perfor-
mance.
(v) Algorithm 1 of the paper.
(vi) Algorithm 2 of the paper.
Note that all the algorithms are not compared in every experiment of the
scenarios. We consider three different scenarios with different combinations of
n, T,ψ, and B to generate multilayer stochastic block models and multilayer
degree-corrected block models. The performance on community detection is
reported in terms of normalized mutual information (NMI) metric between
true and estimated community labels. The value of NMI is between 0 and 1
and higher value of NMI implies better community detection performance.
Scenario 1: In this scenario, we consider a situation where the interaction
between some communities change their nature from disassortative to as-
sortative between layers where as interaction between some communities re-
main assortative throughout all the layers. We simulate such multilayer net-
works from multilayer stochastic block model (SBM) and multilayer degree-
corrected block model (DCBM) under the framework of (2.2) and (2.5) of
§2. We consider four experiments under this scenario. Each experiment is
repeated 25 times and the results are averages over the repetitions.
1. Changing number of nodes (n) for multilayer SBM: We vary node
size n from 1000 to 15000 with other parameters being K = 4, B(t)4×4 =
3 (logn)
3/4
n (I2 ⊗ J2 + btI4), pi = 1414×1, and T = 11, where, bt = −1+0.2(t−
1) for t ∈ [T ]. We compare the algorithms (i), (ii), (iv), and (v). We also
apply Algorithm 3 to estimate the number of communities with changing n.
The results on average NMI and average Kˆ are given in Figure 5.1.
2. Changing number of layers (T ) for multilayer SBM: We vary number
of layers T from 5 to 55 with other parameters being K = 4, B(t)4×4 =
5
n (I2 ⊗ J2 + btI4), pi = 1414×1, and n = 2000, where, bt = −1 + 0.2(t − 1)
for t ∈ [T ]. We compare the algorithms (i), (ii), (iv), and (v). The results on
average NMI are given in Figure 5.2(a).
3. Changing number of nodes (n) for multilayer DCBM: We vary node
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1. (a) NMI comparison using algorithms (i) as SA, (ii) as SpS, (iv) as CoS,
and (v) as TSS; (b) Estimation of K using Algorithm 3.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2. (a) NMI comparison using algorithms (i) as SA, (ii) as SpS, (iv) as CoS,
and (v) as TSS; (b) NMI comparison using algorithms (ii) as SpS, (iii) as SA, (iv) as
CoS, and (vi) as TSS.
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size n from 1000 to 15000 with other parameters remaining the same as
experiment 1 with the only addition of degree parameters ψi
iid∼ U(0.5, 1) for
i ∈ [n]. We compare the algorithms (ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi). The results on
average NMI are given in Figure 5.3.
(a)
Figure 5.3. (a) NMI comparison using algorithms (ii) as SpS, (iii) as SA, (iv) as CoS,
and (vi) as TSS.
4. Changing number of layers (T ) for multilayer DCBM: We vary num-
ber of layers T from 5 to 55 with other parameters remaining the same as
experiment 2 except B(t)4×4 =
10
n (I2 ⊗ J2 + btI4) and the addition of degree
parameters ψi
iid∼ U(0.5, 1) for i ∈ [n]. We compare the algorithms (ii), (iii),
(iv), and (vi). The results on average NMI are given in Figure 5.2(b).
Scenario 2: In this scenario, we consider a situation where only one layer
has a disassortative community structure, where as all other network layers
are uninformative in terms of the community structure. We simulate such
multilayer networks under the framework of (2.2) and (2.5) of §2. We consider
four experiments under this scenario. Each experiment is repeated 25 times
and the results are averages over the repetitions.
1. Changing number of nodes (n) for multilayer SBM: We vary node
size n from 2000 to 10000 with other parameters being K = 4, B(1)4×4 =
(logn)4/3
n (J4 − I4), B
(2)
4×4 =
(logn)4/3
n J4, B
(t)
4×4 =
(logn)4/3
nT J4 for t = 3, . . . , T ,
pi = 1414×1, and T = 11. We compare the algorithms (i), (ii), (iv), and (v).
We also apply Algorithm 3 to estimate the number of communities with
changing n. The results on average NMI and average Kˆ are given in Figure
5.4.
2. Changing number of layers (T ) for multilayer SBM: We vary number
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4. (a) NMI comparison using algorithms (i) as SA, (ii) as SpS, (iv) as CoS,
and (v) as TSS; (b) Estimation of K using Algorithm 3.
of layers T from 5 to 55 with other parameters being K = 4, B(1)4×4 =
(logn)4/3
n (J4 − I4), B
(2)
4×4 =
(logn)4/3
n J4, B
(t)
4×4 =
(logn)4/3
nT J4 for t = 3, . . . , T ,
pi = 1414×1, and n = 5000. We compare the algorithms (i), (ii), (iv), and (v).
The results on average NMI are given in Figure 5.5(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5. (a) NMI comparison using algorithms (i) as SA, (ii) as SpS, (iv) as CoS,
and (v) as TSS; (b) NMI comparison using algorithms (ii) as SpS, (iii) as SA, (iv) as
CoS, and (vi) as TSS.
3. Changing number of nodes (n) for multilayer DCBM: We vary node
size n from 2000 to 10000 with other parameters being K = 4, B(1)4×4 =
(logn)3/2
n (J4 − I4), B
(2)
4×4 =
(logn)3/2
n J4, B
(t)
4×4 =
(logn)3/2
nT J4 for t = 3, . . . , T ,
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ψi
iid∼ U(0.5, 1) for i ∈ [n], and T = 11. We compare the algorithms (ii), (iii),
(iv), and (vi). The results on average NMI are given in Figure 5.6.
(a)
Figure 5.6. (a) NMI comparison using algorithms (ii) - SpS, (iii) - SA, (iv) - CoS, and
(vi) - TSS.
4. Changing number of layers (T ) for multilayer DCBM: We vary number
of layers T from 5 to 55 with other parameters being K = 4, B(1)4×4 =
(logn)3/2
n (J4 − I4), B
(2)
4×4 =
(logn)3/2
n J4, B
(t)
4×4 =
(logn)3/2
nT J4 for t = 3, . . . , T ,
pi = 1414×1, ψi
iid∼ U(0.5, 1) for i ∈ [n], and n = 5000. We compare the
algorithms (ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi). The results on average NMI are given in
Figure 5.5(b).
Scenario 3: In this scenario, we consider a situation where B = {B(t) :
t ∈ [T ]} is a stochastic process. For each t (t ∈ [T ]), given, B(t), we simulate
multilayer networks under the framework of (2.2) and (2.5) of §2. We consider
two experiments under this scenario. Each experiment is repeated 25 times
and the results are averages over the repetitions.
1. Changing number of layers (T ) for multilayer SBM: We vary number
of layers T from 5 to 55 with other parameters being K = 4, pi = 1414×1,
n = 5000, B(t)4×4 =
1
n (2I4 + btJ4) for t ∈ [5] where bt = −7 + 7(t− 1)/T for
t ∈ [T ], and
B
(t)
i,j =
20
n(1 + exp(nB
(t−5)
i,j + εt))
where, εt
iid∼ N(0, 0.05).
We compare the algorithms (i), (ii), and (v). The results on average NMI are
given in Figure 5.7(a).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7. (a) NMI comparison using algorithms (i) as SA, (ii) as SpS, and (v) as TSS;
(b) NMI comparison using algorithms (ii) as SpS, (iii) as SA, and (vi) as TSS.
2. Changing number of layers (T ) for multilayer DCBM: We vary number
of layers T from 5 to 55 with other parameters being same as previous
experiment except bt = −12 + 12(t − 1)/T for t ∈ [T ]. We compare the
algorithms (ii), (iii), and (vi). The results on average NMI are given in Figure
5.7(b).
We see that Algorithm 1 works better in recovering community labels in
all the scenarios compared to other algorithms for networks generated from
multilayer stochastic block models as either n→∞ or T →∞. We also see
that Algorithm 2 works better in recovering community labels in all the sce-
narios compared to other algorithms for networks generated from multilayer
degree-corrected block models as either n → ∞ or T → ∞. Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 is also shown to recover community labels under dependent
network layers. Algorithm 3 also recovers correct number of communities as
n→∞. The simulation results are in concert with the theoretical results in
Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.9, Theorem 4.5, and Theorem 4.13.
6. Conclusion and Future Works. In this paper, we consider the
problem of community detection for multi-relational networks with constant
community memberships and changing connectivity matrices. We consider
spectral clustering on aggregate versions of squared adjacency matrices. It
is shown in the paper that under multilayer stochastic block model and
multilayer degree-corrected block model, spectral clustering based on the
sum of squared adjacency matrices has guarantee of consistent community
recovery under weakest conditions on the degree parameters of the block
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models. We establish our claims both theoretically and empirically in the
paper.
6.1. Future Works. Several extensions are possible from the current work.
Some possible extensions of our work will include considering the cases where
community memberships change with layers and the dependence of the net-
work layers are more general, such as, dependence of probability of edge
formation of a specific network layer on edge structure and community mem-
berships of other network layers. Methods for community recovery with the-
oretical guarantee are quite rare for general multilayer networks and it would
be good to investigate such problems in later works.
7. Acknowledgements. We thank Peter Bickel, Paul Bourgade, Ofer
Zeitouni and Harrison Zhou for helpful discussions and comments.
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